A MAILE LEI
KEY: C
NOTE: UKULELE & BARITONE CHORDS.

G7 C Em Dm
A MAILE LEI FOR YOUR HAIR
G7 C Em Dm
HAS A SPECIAL MEANING
G7 C Em Dm
IT'S A SWEET ALOHA
G7 C G7
MADE WITH LOVING CARE
C Em Dm
FROM MOUNTAINS KISSING THE BLUE
G7 C Em Dm
NEAR THE RIDGE OF HEAVEN
G7 C Em Dm
I HAVE BROUGHT THIS MAILE
G7 C C7
MAILE LEI FOR YOU

F G7 C Em Am
*:: MAILE FASHIONED BY THE SUN
D7 G7
BEAUTY JUST FOR YOU MY LOVELY ONE
C Em Dm
A MAILE LEI FOR YOUR HAIR
G7 C Em Dm
IS A CROWN OF GLORY
G7 C Em Dm
IT'S THE SWEETEST STORY
G7 C C7
OF MY LOVE FOR YOU

RE:*